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CITE DCD/Miami 13523

TO: DCD/HEADQUARTERS.

TO: OPERATIONS SERVICES GROUP/OSB (FRENCH) FROM HENNESSEY

WINTEL

SUBJ: ALBANIAN CRYPTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

REF: DCD/HEADQUARTERS 16628, 1 SEPTEMBER 1976, SAME SUBJECT

ROBERT MORGAN, OWNER, SAFARI SPORT, P.O. BOX 133, NORTH MIAMI
BEACH, FLORIDA, AND VANGUARD RESEARCH, INC., P.O. BOX 312, MIAMI,
FLORIDA, ADVISED US THAT FRANK STURGIS APPARENTLY DEPARTED MIAMI
FOR WASHINGTON, D.C., WHERE HE INTENDED TO TURN SUB jECT MATERIAL
OVER TO THE STAFF OF SENATOR HOWARD BAKER ON 2 SEPTEMBER 1976.
STURGIS THEN INTENDED TO GO TO NEW YORK CITY. EEG IMPDET CL BY
011668
SECRET